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Abstract
This research paper commemorates the 10th anniversary of my 2003 Grand Unification
attempt and the 5th anniversary of the 2008 Alan Zeeper’s discovery that is changing the
course of physics forever. Zeeper eventually finished the work of Einstein and Tesla by
stating that E=mA²Z² deriving this equation as a product of:

A=Earth’s Gravity Acceleration and Z=Earth’s Orbit Time (Exact Lunar Year)

This amazing discovery led to the Grand Unification of Gravity and Electricity, something
Einstein was looking for the last 20 years of his life. I came up with E=mc² containing the
square of time, Zeeper calls Z² and the square of acceleration, but my work ended up in
the drawer until May 2011, because I found a different approach to the Grand Unification
using E=mQ² or Consciousness acceleration equation where:

Q=the quantum speed of thinking (in quantum steps per second)
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This solution gave the fact that the amount and the velocity of thoughts, multiplied by
their frequency leads to the acceleration of the size of the micro-cosmos or
Consciousness.

Key words: Einstein, Newton, Tesla, Energy, Frequency, Mind, Brain, Consciousness,
Electromagnetism, Electrical-Mass, Gravity, Quantum Mechanics, Speed of Light, Grand
Unification.

1) Introduction and the Update of the Alan Zeeper’s E=mA²Z² Model
The Alan Zeeper Model can be presented using this energy sphere image:

Picture 1: E-sphere designed by Alan Zeeper
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We can observe a very simple solution to the combination of Energy, Gravity and
Electromagnetism once E=mA²Z².

One good example for calculating Earth’s Magnetic Field in Teslas shows that Tesla =
1/AZ or one over earth's velocity. Zeeper proved this fact using this example:

According to Wikipedia, the recorded magnetic field of the earth is 0,00003 Teslas
(Wikipedia - 3.1×10−5 Teslas is the strength of earth's Magnetic Field on the equator, 0°
latitude.)

From www.EinsteinElectricity.com we see that the Tesla is equal to 1/AZ or 1 / Velocity.
The scientific community doesn't know this yet because they are still unaware that the
Volt = Distance = Circumference. The Volt is equal to the Circumference of any energy
sphere.

The earth is moving through space at 30,689.1802374659 m/s. When you divide 1 by
that velocity (1/AZ) you get the exact Magnetic Field of the earth = 0,00003 Teslas.

Zeeper is right now engaged into proving that the solar mathematics is very simple and
is not adapting any units for his calculations as he is using pure mathematics to prove
his claims. One of his major findings that needs to be mentioned is that he has proven
what has been hidden to us since the 1960s. The speed of light is not constant on the
interplanetary level. Zeeper proved that with calculating the speed of light on Mars at:

185.350.924,030313 m/s

For more see: http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/MARS.htm
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Furthermore Zeeper has also proven that NASA is wrong in Mars Gravity Acceleration
by 0,6 m/s².

Alan Zeeper’s latest contribution to better understanding of the solar math has been
done with this collection of monumental equations pertaining to Earth and Gravity:

See: http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/EQUATIONS.htm

All Alan Zeeper equations and calculations prove what Tesla had postulated. Gravity is
absolutely the pressure of space upon the earth. In other words Gravity is the pressure
of the Aether surrounding the earth. Why does the mainstream science stuck in
Gas/Light era not recognize the work of Alan Zeeper? Our scientists and physicists are
still claiming that Gravity is the cause of large body masses attracting themselves and
curvature of space according to Newton and Einstein? Alan Zeeper stated many times
that billions if not trillions of U$ and EUR are thrown away in transport, surface, water
and aerial transport because of this wrong definition of Gravity.
Zeeper has listed 5 top physics discoveries of this 21st century here. Please visit
associated links:
1) Only TRUE values for earth are acceptable.
http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/CORRECT.htm
2) The Pendulum has given us absolute proof that Gravity is a "Pushing" force.
http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/PENDULUM.htm
3) The "Volt" is the Circumference of any volume of void created within the ether.
http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/BATTERY.htm
4) The discovery of the direct connection between Pi and the Speed of Light.
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http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/MATHEMATICS.htm
5) The energy "within" Mass is nothing more than space contracting after an electron
moves to a lower orbital.
http://members.shaw.ca/warmbeach/ASTROMATH.htm
According to Zeeper one needs to be sure to understand that space (the ether) is an
ocean of quantum elastic mass. Hence, please do not use the Michelson-Morley results
as any sort of opposition to this reality due to the fact that the ether is a Pressure that
surrounds and "moves with" the earth and is therefore not detectable.

This Pressure surrounding the earth is the very origin of "all" Electricity upon the earth.
When a magnet is run through a coil, it causes an expansion within the elastic ocean of
quantum-mass surrounding the earth. Then when any electrical connection is made, the
Pressure of space contracts back to its natural place as it pushes free electrons along
any given conductor and the result is - Electricity.

We are able to understand the reality of the universe once we finally see our own galaxy
as it truly is. See the image on the next page.
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Picture 2: The Sun orbiting the Galactic Center (Lunar and Solar Year)

The fact that the planets below are kept in their orbit via their individual Densities is
verified even further by the mathematical definition of energy. The equation E=mA2Z2 is
energy coming off of the sun. Mathematically that is equal to Heat2 x Distance x Density,
which coincides exactly with what the physical galaxy portrays. Between the sun and
planets is Heat2 which exists over a Distance ending in the Density placement of each
planet. See the image on the next page.
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Picture 3: The Role of Density in solar Planet Positioning
According to Zeeper, the hydrogen and oxygen of our Atmosphere are simply finer
"mediums" that permeate the same hydrogen and oxygen of ocean Water (H2O). The
above image shows us how electrical-mass is also likewise the finer medium that
permeates both the earth's atmosphere as well as the oceans. Whenever we walk
through the medium of water, we are able to both see and feel that medium. Yet when
we walk through the medium of air we can only feel that medium. However when we
walk through the medium of electrical-mass space, we can neither feel nor see this
medium but you can rest assured it is most certainly there, pushing us down onto the
earth.

Zeeper has also proven that Gravity produces time which was defined as a numerical
order of change or motion in 3D by my fellow researcher Amrit Šorli. Zeeper states that
because the ocean of electrical-mass that surrounds the earth is what drives the earth's
orbit while also being the origin of Gravity, we can easily then see how a connection
exists between Time and Gravity. Time is more specifically defined by motion. All
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combusting stars in the universe create the (Pressure x Volume) of space which is also
equal to the (Mass x Velocity2) of earth orbiting. Hence we can see the exact reason
why each and every method of producing Time on earth contains a direct connection to
Gravity.

To close this Alan Zeeper part of discovery I wish to add some of his monumental words
on the 5th anniversary of this amazing discovery that proves Zeeper being the father of
the Grand Unification of Gravity and Electromagnetism.
Electricity (mA2Z2) divided by one dimension (AZ2) equals the Coulomb (mA). Electricity
divided by two dimensions (A2Z4) equals the Farad (m/Z2). Both the Coulomb and the
Farad divided by the dimension that they exist upon (Area, Distance) is equal to the
Pressure (m/AZ4) of electricity, the pressure of gravity, the pressure of electrical-mass
that surrounds the earth.
Coulomb (mA) / Area (A2Z4) = the 3-dimensional Pressure (m/AZ4) of electricity. Farad
(m/Z2) / Distance (AZ2) = the 3-dimensional Pressure (m/AZ4) of electricity. Electricity is
the direct result of the volumetric contraction of the elastic fabric of electrical-mass that
surrounds the earth. This quantum fabric of space becomes expanded when a Capacitor
is charged, and as it contracts it pushes free electrons along any conductor. This fabric
of space composed of Higgs-Bosons is also know as the ether, the same ether that was
not detected by Michelson and Morley due to the fact that it moves "with" the earth
through space.
For more information about Zeeper’s discovery please visit his homepage:
http://www.einsteingravity.com/
In the next chapter I will just briefly devote some words to E=mQ².
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2) Introduction and the Update of the Andraž Pibernik’s E=mQ² Model
About 10 years ago in May 2003 I was desperately on the search for the acceleration
within the Einstein’s E=mc² equation. I came up with this drawing fining time squared
and almost defined acceleration squared before the entire research went into the drawer
until the 2007 E=mQ² development and later May 2011 definition as true Consciousness
acceleration equation.

Picture 4: Search for the Acceleration within E=mc², the original Document from 2003
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This finding later let to the exchange of the speed of light in the Special Relativity by the
quantum speed of thinking in the human brain in steps per second instead of in meters
per second.

E=mQ² is so revolutionary that the science in this reality will need many years to fully
comprehend our latest findings of the speed of light being nothing else than the velocity
of heat waves of electricity in our atmosphere as Zeeper has also proven that Light and
Photons do not exist outside our brain.

I have written two majors philosophy Essays on the development of E=mQ² and would
like to refer to them for more information about this amazing Consciousness
acceleration equation that is based on the Prospect Theory and the psychophysics of
the human perception apparatus called the brain.

1) E=mQ² New Scientific Discipline with a multidisciplinary Approach to defining
Consciousness, Energy and Gravity Unification with Electromagnetism:

Link: http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4713

2) E=mQ²: The Truth about Consciousness and the Evolution of our Reality

Link: http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/5086

In the second Essay I managed to use the Alan Zeeper findings, the poof that Quantum
Mechanics can not give the definition of Consciousness and my E=mQ² exploration data
to define Consciousness as: (page 54)
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“Consciousness is the one and only product of the many frequency Heat wave
based electromagnetic matrix we all live in making us sentient beings by picking
up and sending our signals from/into the environment over our brain and heart
coherence which help us to create the picture of reality that corresponds to our
individual Consciousness size, our collective mind and our thoughts.”

I have even been given a proof that our reality is simulated and that the true world exists
beyond our death. What I am still unable to fully prove is, if such a simulation is a natural
or a human and all kind design. One fact and one chapter has been closed for sure, all
Quantum Mechanics and spacetime geometry gurus trying to define Consciousness are
having it false as they forget that the cosmic mathematics is very simple and our brain
has no need of quantum computational operations to generate Consciousness. Nikola
Tesla stated a long time ago that both Quantum Mechanics and Relativity with face
trouble in the future, well the future in now and both theories are not much of any use
nowadays.

My E=mQ² equation is a powerful Energy/Consciousness/Mind/Thought/Frequency
combination that uses the product of Heat² and Frequency² Torsion Wave algorithm
bringing Energy into the c^4 realm or Einstein’s original formulation once q or ElectricalMass is added to the equation. Electrical-Mass is the dough everything and everyone is
made of and has no velocity ceiling. That is why we need to replace m or relativistic
mass by q or Electrical-Mass to get the full effect of the E=mQ² equation.
Herewith I wish to close this chapter and this research paper on 10th and 5th anniversary
of Alan Zeeper's and my discoveries that are not ahead, but beyond time. Please share
our work with your relatives and friends.
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